We give an interpretation of the Bargman transform as a correspondence between state spaces that is analogous to commonly considered intertwiners in representation theory of finite groups. We observe that the non-commutative torus is nothing else that the range of the star-exponential for the Heisenberg group within the Kirillov's orbit method context. We deduce from this a realization of the non-commutative torus as acting on a Fock space of entire functions.
Introduction
For systems of finite degrees of freedom, there are two main quantization procedures, the other ones being variants of them. The first one consisting in pseudo-differential calculus (see e.g. [H] ). The second one relies on geometric quantization (see e.g. [W] ). The main difference between the two lies in the types of polarizations on which they are based. Pseudo-differential calculus is based on the existence of a "real polarization", while geometric quantization often uses "complex polarizations". There are no systematic ways to compare the two. Although in some specific situations, this comparison is possible. This is what is investigated in the present work.
The aim of the small note is threefold. First we give an interpretation of the Bargman transform as a correspondence between state spaces that is analogous to commonly considered intertwiners in representation theory of finite groups. Second, we observe that the non-commutative torus is nothing else that the range of the star-exponential for the Heisenberg group within the Kirillov's orbit method context. Third, we deduce from this a realization of the non-commutative torus as acting on a Fock space of entire functions. The latter relates the classical approach to the non-commutative torus in the context of Weyl quantization to its realization, frequent in the Physics literature, in terms of the canonical quantization.
Real polarizations
We now relate Kirillov's polarizations to Souriau's Planck condition. We consider a partial polarization affiliated to ξ o i.e. a sub-algebra b of g that is normalized by k and maximal for the property of being isotropic w.r.t. the two-form δξ o on g defined as
We assume that the analytic (i.e. connected) Lie sub-group B of G whose Lie algebra is b is closed. We denote by Q := G/B the corresponding quotient manifold. Note that one necessarily has K ⊂ B, hence the fibration p :
The distribution L in T O tangent to the fibers is isotropic w.r.t. the KKS form. Its ̟-horizontal lift L in T (Y ), being integrable, induces a Planck foliation of Y (cf. p. 337 in Souriau's book [S] ). Usually, Kirllov's representation space consists in a space of sections of the associated complex line bundle E χ := G × χ C → Q where χ is viewed as a unitary character of B. While Kostant-Souriau representation space rather consists in a space of sections of the line bundle Y × U(1) C → O. One therefore looks for a morphism between these spaces. To this end we first observe that the circle bundle G × χ U (1) → Q is a principal U (1)-bundle similarly as Y is over O. Second, we note the complex line bundle isomorphism over Q:
Third, we have the morphism of U (1)-bundle:
. This induces a linear map between equivariant functions:
whose image coincides with the Planck space.
⋆ yφ − i < ξ, X >φ(y) . Now let us assume that our orbit O is pseudo-Kahler in the sense that it is equipped with a G-invariant ω O -compatible (i.e. J ∈ Sp(ω O )) almost complex structure J. Let us denote by
One observes the following descriptions T 0,1
where the linear span is taken over the complex numbers. We note also that dim C T 0,1
In that context, a smooth section ϕ of F is called polarized when ∇ Z ϕ = 0 for every Z ∈ T 0 (O). The set hol (F) of polarized sections is a complex sub-space of Γ ∞ (F) . Moreover, it carries a natural linear action of
⋆φ . The fact that both ϕ and J are G-invariant then implies that hol(F) is a U -invariant sub-space of Γ ∞ (F) . The linear representation U : G → End(hol (F) ) is called the Bargman-Fock representation.
The Heisenberg group
We consider a symplectic vector space (V, Ω) of dimension 2n and its associated Heisenberg Lie algebra:
the element E being central. The corresponding connected simply connected Lie group H n is modeled on h n with group law given by g.g
Within this setting, one observes that the exponential mapping is the identity map on h n . The symplectic structure defines an isomorphism
The latter extends to a linear isomorphism
Indeed, in the case of the Heisenberg group, the exponential mapping coincides with the identity mapping. Hence, for every
which in view of the above expression for the group law immediately yields (3). Generic orbits O are therefore affine hyperplanes parametrized by µ ∈ R 0 . Setting
that the polarization is an ideal in h n . Choosing a Lagrangian sub-space q in duality with L in V determines an Abelian sub-group Q = exp(q) in H n which splits the exact sequence
The stabilizers all coincide (in the generic case) with the center K := RE of H n and one has the global trivialization O → H n :
Representations from real and complex polarizations
This yields the linear isomorphism
. Choosing a basis {f j } of q and setting {e j } for the corresponding dual basis of L, one has
Note that provided µ > 0, the space hol(F) naturally contains the pre-Hilbert space:
2 |f (z)| 2 dq dp < ∞ } . The above sub-space turns out to be invariant under the representation U of H n . The latter is seen to be unitary and irreducible. For negative µ, one gets a unitary representation by considering anti-polarized sections corresponding to anti-holomorphic functions. Note that within complex coordinates, the action reads
Intertwiners and the Bargmann transform
We know (cf. Stone-von Neumann's theorem) that in the case of the Heisenberg group, representations constructed either via complex or via real polarizations are equivalent. In order to exhibit intertwiners, we make the following observation.
Proposition 3.1 Let G be a Lie group with left-invariant Haar measure dg and (H, ρ) and (H ′ , ρ ′ ) be square-integrable unitary representations. Assume furthermore the continuity of the associated bilinear forms
. Fix "mother states" |η >∈ H and |η ′ >∈ H ′ . For every element g ∈ G, set |η g >:= ρ(g)|η > and |η
Then the following formula
formally defines an intertwiner from (H, ρ) to (H ′ , ρ ′ ).
Proof. First let us observe that square-integrability and Cauchy-Schwartz inequality on L 2 (G) imply that for all ϕ ∈ H and
is well defined as an element of L 1 (G). Moreover the continuity of the above mentioned bilinear forms insures the continuity of the bilinear map H × H ′ → C defined by integrating the later. This is in this sense that we understand formula (4). Now for all |ϕ >∈ H and g 0 ∈ G, one has T |ϕ g0 >= |η
In our present context of the Heisenberg group, the integration over G should rather be replaced by an integration over the orbit (which does not correspond to a sub-group of H n ). But the above argument essentially holds the same way up to a slight modification by a pure phase. Namely,
formally defines a V -intertwiner between U KW and U BF .
Proof. Observe firstt that for every w ∈ V , one hasφ
w+v and similarly forũ 0 . Also for everyũ ∈ L 2 (Q), one has 
2 ) . This leads to
2 )ũ (q 0 ). From the fact that
2 y 2 , we get:
Setting Z 1 := q 1 + ip 1 leads to 4 Star-exponentials and noncommutative tori
Recalls on Weyl calculus
It is well known that the Weyl-Moyal algebra can be seen as a by-product of the Kirillov-Weyl representation.
In [BGT] , this fact is realized in terms of the natural symmetric space structure on the coadjoint orbits of the Heisenberg group. This construction is based on the fact that the Euclidean centered symmetries on V = R 2n ≃ O naturally "quantize as phase symmetries". More precisely, at the level of the Heisenberg group the flat symmetric space structure on V is encoded by the involutive automorphism
The latter yields an involution of the equivariant function space
which induces by restriction to Q the unitary phase involution:
Observing that the associated map
is constant on the lateral classes of the stabilizer group RE, one gets an H n -equivariant mapping:
which at the level of functions yields the so-called "Weyl correspondance" valued in the C ⋆ -algebra of bounded operators on L 2 (Q):
The above mapping uniquely extends from the space of compactly supported functions C ∞ c (V ) to an injective continuous map defined on the Laurent Schwartz B-space B(V ) of complex valued smooth functions on V whose partial derivatives at every order are bounded:
expressing in particular that the quantum operators associated to classical observables in the B-space are L 2 (Q)-bounded in accordance with the classical Calderòn-Vaillancourt theorem. It turns out that the range of the above map is a sub-algebra of B(L 2 (Q)). The Weyl-product ⋆ µ on B(V ) is then defined by structure transportation:
whose asymptotics in terms of powers of θ := 1 µ consists in the usual formal Moyal-star-product:
The resulting associative algebra (B(V ), ⋆ µ ) is then both Fréchet (w.r.t. the natural Fréchet topology on B(V )) and pre-C ⋆ (by transporting the operator norm from B(L 2 (Q))).
Star-exponentials
Combining the above mentioned results of [BGT] and well-known results on star-exponentials (see e.g. [A] ), we observe that the heuristic consideration of the series:
yields a well-defined group homomorphism:
where λ denotes the classical linear moment:
Indeed, in this case, if F depends only either on the q-variable or on the p-variable then the above starexponential just coincides with the usual exponential: Exp θ (F ) = exp i θ F . In particular, for x either in Q or exp L we find:
(E θ (x)) (v) = e i θ 2 Ω(x,v) ; while for x = zE, we find the constant function:
From which we conclude that E θ is indeed valued in B(V ).
An approach to the non-commutative torus
For simplicity, restrict to the case n = 1 and consider Ω-dual basis elements e q of q and e p of L. From what precedes we observe that the group elements U := E θ (exp(θ 2 e q )) = e ip and V := E θ (exp(θ 2 e p )) = e −iq behave inside the image group E θ (H 1 ) ⊂ B(R 2 ) as
(where we omitted to write ⋆ µ ).
In particular, we may make the following Definition 4.1 Endowing (B(R 2 ), ⋆ µ ) with its pre-C ⋆ -algebra structure (coming from Ξ µ ), the complex linear span inside B(R 2 ) of the sub-group of E θ (H 1 ) generated by elements U and V underlies a pre-C ⋆ -algebra T
• θ that completes as the non-commutative 2-torus T θ .
Bargman-Fock realization of the non-commutative torus
Identifying elements of R 2 = V ⊂ H 1 with complex numbers as before, we compute that
By structure transportation, we define the following correspondence: Applied to an element in E θ (H 1 ) of the form F X (Z) = e iα Im(ZX) with X ∈ C and α ∈ R, the above formula yields: BF µ (F X )φ(Z 0 ) = e iα 2 Im(Z0X) F C (φ)(µZ 0 +αX) where F C (φ)(Z 0 ) := C C e i 2 Im(ZZ0)φ (Z) dZ. The limit X 0 → 0 yieldsφ = F C (φ), hence: BF µ (F X )φ(Z 0 ) = e iα 2 Im(Z0X)φ (µZ 0 + αX) .
Conclusions
We now summarize what has been done in the present work. First, we establish a way to systematically produce explicit formulae for intertwiners of group unitary represenations. Second, applying the above intertwiner in the case of the Bargmann-Fock and Kirillov-Weyl realizations of the unitary dual of the Heisenberg groups, we realized the non-commutative torus as the range of the star-exponential for the Heisenberg group. And third, we then deduced from this a realization of the non-commutative torus as acting on a Fock space of entire functions.
